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One complete solution
Waste Management were looking for a partner that could monitor core infrastructure assets for  
cybersecurity risks and threats, as they didn’t have the capacity to do this in house. After evaluating  
several options Waste Management chose Vodafone as their offering was more cost effective and a  
significantly better all around service.

The security service  
•  Provides 24/7 monitored security support across Waste Management’s 70 sites. 

•  Gives Waste Management a cost effective and comprehensive cyber security service. 

•  Allows Waste Management to work with Vodafone to develop and enhance its entire network. 

•  Consolidates multiple products into a single solution. 

This is the whole story
Waste Management has been picking up and taking 
away New Zealanders’ waste for over 30 years. As the 
country’s largest integrated waste provider, they do far 
more than just collection. They’re involved in recycling, 
treatment, power generation and modern sustainable 
waste management services.

With over 1,700 employees, across 70 sites, and 
countless end point devices the risk to cybersecurity  
is real. They were in need of a solution that would 
significantly increase their cybersecurity capability 
to match their other leading-edge technology. After 
researching several options Waste Management chose 
Vodafone’s new Security Monitoring Service. It was the 
most cost effective, capable, future focused solution 
and brings their cybersecurity under Vodafone’s 
management alongside their mobile, voice and WAN. 

“We asked Vodafone for some pricing and 
interestingly even though they were going  
to offer us a much more capable solution than  
their competition, it was actually better, it was  
more cost effective. They also shared with us the 
roadmap for the future which gave us confidence 
that the investment was going to continue.”
Steven Ongley 
IT Manager, Waste Management



Benefits summary
By investing in Vodafone’s security services, Waste Management is seeing improvements in the following areas:
Enhanced Security 
Vodafone’s security monitoring provides Waste Management with a complete cyber security service. In fact,  
they saw results within the first 10 days of operation.
Integrated solution  
As their provider Vodafone look after Waste Management’s entire network infrastructure. With the security service 
now in place it provides a fully integrated solution.
Modern approach 
Vodafone’s security system operates using a DevOps model that works alongside the security operations centre 
staff to deliver a reliable, rapid and highly secure service.
Cost effective 
The Vodafone security package was a more cost effective and comprehensive alternative to any other  
options in the market. 
Future focused  
With the network and security system now operating Waste Management can confidently work alongside 
Vodafone to develop their technology in the future securely.

It just paid for itself
It wasn’t long before Waste Management saw results 
in their investment with Vodafone, in fact, it happened 
before the system was fully set up, as Steven explains, 

“We only had our Security Monitoring up and going for 
a couple of weeks when we were alerted by Vodafone 
that there was a long, slow attempt by a Russian IP 
Address to try and get into our network. The Vodafone 
consultant was extremely helpful, so we were able 
to shut it down pretty quickly. What we found out is 
that there was a bug in our software and that they 
had figured out a way to circumvent it. That led us to 
obviously approaching our software company and we 
got an update. So, the bug is now fixed but without 
Vodafone we would have never seen that issue.”

Thanks to Vodafone Security Monitoring, Waste 
Management was not compromised and it was an 
immediate vindication of their decision. 

“It pays for itself for the first year in my mind, who knows 
what the hack could’ve led to, corruption of our system, 
corruption of our data, disruption to our business,  
who knows?” – Steven says. 

Business issues Solutions
•   Waste Management needed a comprehensive 

monitored security system
   Vodafone Security Monitoring gives Waste Management 

the 24/7 support they need to grow as a business.  
With a direct result within the first 10 days

•    Waste Management is a large organisation  
with many sites and devices, so the risk of  
a cyber-attack is real

  Vodafone’s security suite allows Waste Management  
to stay in control of their sensitive info with the ability 
to remotely find, wipe and disable devices

•   Safety and security are the main challenges  
for Waste Management

  With Vodafone Security Monitoring now operating, 
Waste Management treat a cybersecurity incident  
as they would a safety issue onsite

•     Waste Management required a cybersecurity  
plan that would work now and into the future

  Vodafone’s future roadmap for Security Monitoring 
works together with Waste Management’s plan to 
modernise the business

If you would like more information about how Vodafone 
can transform your organisation, talk to your Vodafone 
Account Manager or visit vodafone.co.nz/business
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